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LED-0401 4 CH LED Driver
UC INSTRUMENT’s LED-0401 Compact 4 Channel Computer-Controlled Universal LED
Drivers are designed to drive a broad range of LED light sources. Maximum 1.5A
current can be output to each channel.

It comes with a powerful PC-based software with a user-friendly GUI, which enables
users to drive LEDs without writing any code. A SDK is provided which can allow users
to write their own software and to integrate UC’s LED drivers into their own systems.
LED driver has a built-in protection feature which allows users to limit the driving
current and voltage. Each channel can be individually configured to work under one of
the following two modes: Normal Mode (or DC Mode): The output current is a
constant, which can be adjusted (using software) from 0 mA to 1,500 mA, through
the USB interface. A Pulse-Width-Modulated (or PWM) periodic signal is output to the
channel, which can be turned on by a software trigger. Each channel can be
individually DISABLED and ENABLED. No voltage or current is output from a
DISABLED channel.

Features:

 Software controlled
 Current monitoring display
 Universal driver- suitable for any LED
 User friendly application software with GUI
 Capable of driving variable loads
 Full-featured SDK
 Up to 1,500mA output current

Application:

 Machine Vision
 Displays
 Semiconductor equipments
 Test Instruments
 Microscopy
 Medical Instruments



SPECIFICATION:

Input Power Voltage: 9V - 24V dc
Number of channels: 4 individual channels

Output current: 0 to 1500mA
Interface: USB

Product Pictures:



UC INSTRUMENTS’ Test and Measurement Supports, Services and
Assistance

UC INSTRUMENTS provides high performance, high value, and affordable price test and
measurement instrument solutions for our customers. Our extensive support sources can help you
choose right UC INSTRUMENTS’ products for your specific applications and apply them
successfully. Every instrument /system we sell has a global warranty. All of our instruments are
with at least 12 months factory warranty.

Our Promises

All of UC INSTRUMENTS’ test and measurement instruments and systems meet their advertised
performance and functionality. When you select a UC INSTRUMENTS’ product, we can help your
product operation with our decade experiences, and provide the basic measurement assistance for
the use of special capabilities.

Contact Information
UC INSTRUMENTS CORP.
3652 Edison Way
Fremont, CA 94538
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Tel: 1-510-366-7353
Fax: 1-510-795-1795
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